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STUDY GUIDE FOR ORDINARY 
MYSTERIES

U nlocking the Ordinary Mysteries: A Study Guide to "Ordinary Mysteries: Faith, Doubt, and Meaning"



Introduction

W elcome to the journey of exploration and enlightenment as we delve into the pages of "Ordinary Mysteries: 
Faith, Doubt, and Meaning." Authored by James Hazelwood, this profound work oIers a poignant 

examination of the complex interplay between faith, doubt, and the search for meaning in our everyday lives.

Tn a world often overshadowed by the extraordinary, "Ordinary Mysteries"   reminds us that we -nd the most 
profound truths in the mundane. –hrough captivating prose and thoughtqprovoking insights, the author invites 
us to embrace the mysteries inherent in our ordinary experiences ' the moments of doubt, the ?ickers of faith, and 
the relentless uest for signi-cance.

–his study guide aims to enhance your understanding and appreciation of the themes woven throughout the book. 
Whether you re embarking on a solitary journey of selfqdiscovery or engaging in group discussion, this guide serves 
as a companion to illuminate the key concepts, prompt re?ection, and inspire meaningful dialogue.

As we embark on this voyage together, let us approach the exploration of "Ordinary Mysteries" with open minds 
and receptive hearts. May this guide be a beacon of illumination, guiding us through the labyrinth of uncertainty 
toward a deeper understanding of faith, doubt, and the profound meaning embedded within our everyday 
existence

May this study guide serve as a companion on your uest for understanding, guiding you towards a richer encounter 
with the ordinary mysteries of life.



How to Use This Guide

I 've designed this guide for small group discussions and an individual re.ection guideT bhere is no west ya;k 
there is onl; the ya; ;ou yant to maze it yorz in ;our settingT bhe group stud; guide can we utili6ed in either  

8 or , sessionsT bhe length depends on the people ;ou gatherB their time availawilit;B and their desireT I often nd 
more people are yilling to sign up for shorter time frames rather than longer onesT ut ;ou znoy ;our folzs westT



SMALL GROUP BEST PRACTICES

S tarting a small group is relatively simple. It requires a meeting space, a group of people, and a plan for how to 
spend the time together. However, attention to detail can enhance the group's potential.

When inviting people to join, aim for 5-8 members (initially invite up to 12 as not everyone will agree to participate). 
Start with 2-4 people you know well, set a meeting time, and then invite others who might beneMt. Cake personal, 
one-on-one invitations. I know you want to post an announcement somewhere, but the reality is that nothing 
beats a personal invitation.

Zhoose a quiet, easily accessible meeting location. Zonsider whether you'll have food and how that aAects the 
location. Set a consistent meeting time and frequency (weekly, bi-monthly, or monthly). Ceetings should last about 
an hour. If you meet via /oom or other online video conferencing, keep the meeting to one hour.

Structure meetings with a set start and end time. Ellow time for settling in, the main contentBdiscussion, and 
wrap-upBclosing ritual. xncourage participation through open-ended questions and guidelines for conMdentiality 
and attendance. It's best to remind people what gets discussed stays in the group.

Tetween meetings, it helps to stay connected with participants through email, te:t, or other personal check-ins. 
Nhis builds trust and enhances the group e:perience. If you want, and the group seems open to it, consider a social 
event at some point. Small groups are as much about the relationships as the content.

xAective small group leadership involves preparation, facilitating discussion, acknowledging diAerences, and 
encouraging growth. 

While leading a small group can be rewarding, it also presents challenges. Test practices include embracing these 
basic guidelines’

  Start on time and end on time.

  xveryone gets to speak, and everyone gets to listen. (Uo one dominates)

  WhatLs said in the group stays in the group.

  Zall or email people who miss a session.
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E helpful outline for each session’

Zheck-in and Introductions 6 5 6 1& minutes

–iscussion of Zhapters 6 4& 6 45 minutes

Wrap-Op and Zlosing 6 5 6 1& minutes

Droup Study Duide

0our group needs to decide how best to proceed. Nhe book has 23 chapters. If you meet weekly, that will take you 
3 months. ILm not sure most groups will Mnd that sustainable. I Mnd most groups do best with a 3-session plan. I 
suggest the following schedule

Session Gne 6 Nhe Introduction plus chapters 1, 2 7 9.

Session Nwo 6 Zhapters 4, 5 7 3

Session Nhree 6 Zhapters F, 8,  7 1&

Session our -  Zhapters 11, 12, 19 7 14

Session ive 6 Zhapters 15, 13, 1F, 18 7 1

Session Si: 6 Zhapters 2&, 21, 22, 29, 24, 25, 23

While this schedule does mean less reading up front and more at the end, I believe the sessions will be more 
satisfying. If you want to e:tend to an eight session series, you could divide the readings from session Mve and si: 
above and fold them into the later sessions.

Nhe re ection questions on the following pages are intended to help the reader apply the essay to their own life. 
Some people like to journal with the questions, so ILve left plenty of white space for notes. In a discussion group 
you may want to take one question from each chapter as you meet together as a group.

Nhere is no right way to do this work. Have fun and play with it. If a conversation is going well but you donLt get 
to the other chapters, so be it. xnjoy and give thanks for the depth of dialogue.



CHAPTER REFLECTION AND 
DISCUSSION GUIDE



Chapter 1

 "WE ARE CITIZENS OF TWO 
REALMS”

1 . The author quotes Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, who says, "Citizens of two realms, we all must sustain a 
dual allegiance..." What do you think Heschel means by the "two realms" he refers to? How do you understand 

or experience this idea of living in two realms?

2. This chapter explores the shift from a more sacred worldview to a secular scienti3c worldview in modern times. 
What are some potential downsides of an overly secular, rational worldview that dismisses the sacred realm? How 
might regaining a balance between the two realms bene3t individuals and society?

G. Carl Jung believed humans could not live meaningless lives without a connection to something larger. There 
needs to be more than the material world. What experiences or practices have helped you 3nd deeper meaning and 
connection to the "realm of mystery, wonder, and 4od," as the author puts it?

j. The author intends to "amplify opportunities to rekindle meaning and connection with 4od" through exploring 
story, dreams, the arts, meditation, etc. Which of those potential paths most intrigues or resonates with your 
spiritual ourney? Why?



Chapter 2

 “WE NEED SYMBOLIC 
INTELLIGENCE”

1 . The chapter discusses symbolic intelligence as the ability to engage with symbols, metaphors, and sacred texts 
with an attitude of wonder and openness to being moved emotionally and spiritually. Can you think of a time 

when you experienced a symbol, work of art, or sacred story in this way? What was that experience like for you?

2. The author contrasts a literal reading of the Adam and Eve story with a symbolic interpretation focused on the 
garden representing the intersection of the conscious and unconscious realms. What resonates with you about this 
symbolic interpretation? How might exploring symbolic meanings in sacred stories or myths impact your spiritual 
life?

3. The chapter suggests that our modern society has become overly dominated by literalism and rational thought 
at the expense of engaging life's sacred, mystery, and symbolic aspects. Do you agree or disagree? How have you 
experienced a need for more symbolic thinking or spiritual exploration in your own life? 

4. Symbols and metaphors are described as ways to engage our whole being—mind, emotions, senses, imagination. 
Can you think of a personal symbol or metaphor that resonates deeply within you? What does it evoke or represent?

5. The quote states: "Anything becomes a symbol when it has some hidden quality that moves us in some way." 
Look around you right now - is there an object or image you see that could be viewed symbolically? 

6. This chapter suggests practices like spending time in nature, meditation, and creativity can help rekindle 
symbolic intelligence. Which of these resonates most with you and why? What is one small step you could take 
to incorporate more symbolic experience into your life?



Chapter 3

 “HOLY CURIOSITY”

1. The author describes dinereyt tpfes o- curiositp l fhpsica,g re,atioya,g iyte,,ectua,g orzayi/atioya,g ayd 
sfiritua,Who,p curiositp. (hich tpfe)sm o- curiositp resoyate wost ?ith pou ayd ?hpC xay pou share ay 
e'awf,e o- ho? pouv2e e'ferieyced or e'fressed that curiositpC

". The chafter suzzests cu,ti2atiyz Dho,p curiositpD cay ,ead to a deeferg richer sfiritua, ,i-e. ko pou azreeC 
(hp or ?hp yotC (hat wizht a sfiritua,itp rooted iy curiositp ayd ?oyder ,oo3 ,i3e -or pouC

q. The author ?rest,es ?ith sowe theo,ozica, Guestioys sfar3ed bp his ho,p curiositpg such as Aodvs yature 
ayd frapervs furfose. Ire there ayp sfiritua,Wtheo,ozica, Guestioys pouv2e zraff,ed ?ith due to pour seyse 
o- curiositpC 4- sog ?hat ?ere thepC

J. Hesus is hizh,izhted as wode,iyz ho,p curiositp bp as3iyz Guestioys that iy2ite others to e'fress their yeeds 
ayd desires. (hey has beiyz curious ayd as3iyz Guestioys ofeyed uf a weayiyz-u, coyyectioy or iysizht 
-or pou about othersC 5o? wizht fracticiyz this curious Guestioyiyz iyUueyce pour re,atioyshifs ayd 
eycouyters ?ith othersC

. ,tiwate,pg the author iwaziyes becowiyz Da fersoy ?ho is zeyuiye,p curious about othersg about ,i-eg 
about the ?ap thiyzs ?or3 ayd doyvt ?or3.D (hat swa,, stef cou,d pou ta3e to cu,ti2ate wore curiositp 
ayd ofeyyess to ,earyiyz iy pour dai,p ,i-eC (hat wizht be oye obstac,e to o2ercoweC (hat wizht be the 
beye ts o- doiyz soC



Chapter 4

 “HOPE AND RESILIENCE”

1 . The author describes having a transformative experience at the abbey where he could hear familiar Christian 
prayers and liturgies in a new symbolic, metaphorical way rather than literal. Have you ever had an experience 

that allowed you to encounter a familiar spiritual truth or practice with fresh eyes? If so, describe what opened you 
to that new perspective.

2. Rilke's quote about religion being "a natural animation within a being through whom the wind of God 
blows" resonated deeply with the author. What metaphors or symbolic language around spirituality/faith speaks 
profoundly to your experience? Why do you think symbolic/metaphoric language can be so powerful?

3. The chapter emphasizes the role of patience in personal growth, healing, and cultivating hope and resilience. 
Why do you think patience is di4cult for many people, including the author? What has been your experience with 
the slow unfolding of growth processes in your own life?

5. The author was struck by the presenters' vulnerability and honest sharing of personal struggles. When have you 
encountered that kind of authenticity around life's di4culties in a faith community? How did it impact you? What 
might allow more vulnerability to open up?

A. t the end, the author re ects on the need to be patient with himself, others, and the natural cycles of life. What 
is one area of your life where you may need to practice more patience right now? What might help nurture that 
patience?



Chapter 5

"THE INNER AND OUTER JOURNEY 
OF REDEMPTION"

1 . The author highlights how recent Disney mlks liEe vncanto hape dortraye" pillains an" ,epil, in a kore 
nuance"x cokdle- way rather than as durely oneb"ikensional Wa" guys. fhy "o you thinE this storytelling 

shi?t is haddeningH /ow kight dresenting epil2"arEness with kore nuance We ikdortantH

J. The chadter "iscusses the jungian concedt o? the ,sha"ow, b the redresse" or unacEnowle"ge" darts o? ourselpes 
that we o?ten droCect onto others. zan you recall recogni3ing your own ,sha"ow, Weing droCecte" outwar"lyH fhat 
"i" you learn ?rok that e-derienceH

4. The author resonate" with the ketadhor o? each derson carrying an inpisiWle ,WacEdacE, containing woun"sx 
Wiasesx an" wil"ness ?rok their dast. fhat kight We weighing you "own in your own ketadhorical WacEdacEH 
fhat coul" odening it ud an" e-akining its contents oMerH

L. Kartin 'uther qing jr.5s uotes aWout lope trans?orking enekies into ?rien"s are share". fhen hape you 
witnesse" the re"ekdtipex trans?orkatipe dower o? lope in your own li?e or the worl" aroun" youH

. The author suggests inner healing an" outer healing o? the worl" are interconnecte". Do you agreeH /ow kight 
"oing the inner worE o? sel?be-akination an" sha"ow integration allow you to show ud "iMerently in ?acing the 
WroEenness an" "ipisions in the outer worl"H



Chapter 6

 "HOWARD THURMAN & 
CARL JUNG: COMMON THREADS 
ALONG THE MYSTICAL PATH"

1 . The chapter highlights some similarities between Thurman's mystical theology and Jung's depth psychology 
in their emphases on cultivating self-awareness and connecting with something greater than oneself. Can 

you think of other wisdom traditions/philosophies that share this focus? How might these di2erent perspectives 
complement or challenge each other?

". Thurman speaks of the Winner sanctuaryW - a space within each person to connect with the divine. Jung has related 
ideas about the unconscious. xhen have you e3perienced accessing your Winner depthsW or unconscious realms? 
xhat insights or growth came from that e3perience?

,. The author suggests both Thurman and Jung saw their work as providing paths toward personal transformation. 
xhat does authentic personal growth and transformation mean to you? xhat attitudesz practicesz or reali4ations 
tend to cataly4e growth in your life?

q. The Suote about the Wmovement of the piritW calling people to Wact against the spirit of their timesW points to 
transcending cultural norms for a higher purpose. xhen has being countercultural or swimming against the stream 
opened you to deeper truths?



Chapter 7

"WHY I AM A TREE HUGGER"

1. Towards the end, Jung cautions that life's biggest problems are "fundamentally insoluble" and must be 
"outgrown" rather than solved. How might this perspective change your outlook on your di?culties or 
intractable issuesW xhat might it look like to "outgrow" themW

1 . The author describes having a profound eCperience of the sacred while sitting with an oak tree. 2an you recall 
when, in nature, you encountered a sense of the holy or numinousW xhat was that eCperience like for youW

/. The passage eCplores how trees and the natural world are potent symbols across many religious and spiritual 
traditions. xhat speaks to you about using tree imagery3metaphors to represent spiritual truths or the mystical 
pathW xhat other symbols from nature resonate deeplyW

j. Jung compared the human soul to a tree, with branches reaching up and roots going deep. Jung connects the 
creative process to being "implanted in the human psyche" like a living tree. xhat insights does this metaphor 
o4er about the nature of creativity and the creative lifeW How might nurturing your own "creative tree" lead to 
personal growthW How might this metaphor apply to your own spiritual Dourney or psychological growthW xhat 
has "grounded" you or allowed you to transcendW

5. The chapter suggests that our modern, materialist worldview has caused a disconnect from eCperiences of the 
sacred in nature. Bo you agreeW xhat practices or perceptions shifts might allow for more openness to sacred 
encountersW

. The Thai uddhist monk's practice of ordaining trees stopped deforestation by tapping into cultural values. 
How might cultivating reverence and spiritual connection to nature impact environmental actionsW xhat values 
from your tradition could be appliedW



Chapter 8

 “RECONNECTING WITH THE 
EARTH”

1 . What are the key dinerecseb wetoeec the espbuiritlagity acd espubyshpgpmy vp?evectbH -po dp they 
auurpash the hlvacfcatlre spccestipc 2rpv dinericm uerbuesti?ebH

T. ,he shauter btateb" 3We ceed a bhi2t 2rpv a hlvacfsectered oprgd?ieo tp a wipfsectered pce.3 Why ib thib bhi2t 
bimciRsact" acd hpo splgd adputicm a vpre wipfsectered oprgd?ieo ivuast yplr daigy gi2e acd shpisebH

x. ,he althpr dibslbbeb hib eargy buiritlag spccestipc tp catlre. 4eSest pc yplr shigdhppd acd gi2e eMueriecseb. 
Whec ha?e ypl 2egt a urp2plcd wpcd oith the catlrag oprgdH What ivuast did thpbe eMueriecseb ha?e pc yplH

F. ,he althpr dibslbbeb thepgpmiac 'aggie EsGamle5b armlvect 2pr beeicm the Parth ab 3zpd5b wpdy.3 -po vimht 
adputicm thib byvwpgis" evwpdied lcderbtacdicm p2 catlre icSlecse pce5b buiritlag wegie2b acd urastisebH -po 
splgd it bhaue ec?irpcvectag ethisbH

I. /byshpgpmibt ,hepdpre 4pb6ak blmmebtb vpderc bpsiety hab ged tp agiecatipc 2rpv plr 3espgpmisag lcspcbsiplb3 
f ac iccate ubyshpgpmisag ceed tp wpcd oith catlre. 4eSest pc yplr poc eMueriecseb. Ac ohat oayb ha?e ypl 2egt 
spccested pr dibspccested 2rpv the catlrag oprgd" acd ohat ha?e weec the ubyshpgpmisag buiritlag ivuastbH

. t  the  ecd"  the  althpr  urp?ideb  bpve  urastisag  blmmebtipcb"  blsh  ab  si?is  ecmamevect"  rethickicm 
hplbicm tracbuprtatipc" buecdicm tive ic mreec buaseb" acd pltdppr regimiplb urastiseb. Whish p2 thebe rebpcateb 
vpbt oith ypl" acd ohat5b pce buesiRs astipc bteu ypl splgd take tp respccest oith catlre daigyH



Chapter 9

"THE SOUL AND ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE":

1. The author explores various philosophical and religious perspectives on de"ning the Hsoul.H woy yould 
bou descrife bour understanding or conception o? the soul/ woy has bour viey feen shaped fb bour 
spiritual2religious felie?s or personal experiences/

C. The dialogue yith GhatPqT raises Auestions afout yhether I, can have consciousness- sel?kayareness- 
and an essence amin to a hu3an soul. I?ter reading this chapter- yhat is bour perspective/ Gould I, ever 
develop so3ething analogous to a soul- or is there an unfridgeafle gap fetyeen hu3an consciousness and 
3achine intelligence/

J. G.P. 4ung expressed caution afout technologb creating an Hi3falanceH and estranging hu3ans ?ro3 their 
natural instincts. ,n yhat yabs have bou experienced the fene"ts and doynsides o? our increasing reliance 
on technologb in 3odern li?e/ woy 3ight bou cultivate 3ore HsoulH nurturing activities and practices to 
counterfalance this/

W. The author concludes fb suggesting several soul?ul activities- such as himing- visiting 3useu3s- reading 
poetrb- etc. hich o? these resonates 3ost yith bou and enriches bour spiritual groyth/ hat are so3e 
o? bour ?avorite practices ?or 3o3entarilb unplugging ?ro3 technologb to tap into bour soul and essence/



Chapter 10

"OUR INSATIABLE APPETITE FOR 
CERTAINTY"

1. The author suggests that humans have an innate drive to seek control and predictability and minimize 
uncertainty in life. Can you rewect on instances 'here youxve e?perienced this desire for certaintyW qhat 
'ere the conse,uences2 positive or negativeW

(. The chapter e?plores ho' our ,uest for certainty can sometimes lead us in problematic directions2 like 
doubling do'n on beliefs despite contradictory evidence )the cult e?ample3. qhen have certitude or rigid 
belief systems caused diAculties or limitations in your personal gro'th and perspectiveW

B. Sncient 'isdom traditions like Juddhism2 Htoicism2 and -esusx teachings emphasize accepting lifexs 
inherent impermanence and focusing energy in'ardly. 4o' might practices of nonRattachment2 going 
'ith the wo'2 and separating outcomes from onexs 'orth allo' more peace amid uncertaintyW

". The umi poem encourages greeting each ne' arrival or e?perience in the guest house  of life 'ith 
'elcome and gratitude. qhat spiritual practices or mindsets could you develop to be more open to lifexs 
ambiguities as potential guides rather than constantly seeking to control the uncontrollableW



Chapter 11

“HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THE 
VIRGIN BIRTH?”

1. The author contrasts a "literalist" view of scripture with an "inspired" symbolic view. How has your 
approach to interpreting sacred texts evolved? What are the bene2ts and potential pitfalls of each 
perspective?

J. Coseph 3ampbell highlighted how virgin birth narratives appear across ancient mythological and religious 
traditions. How might understanding the virgin birth as a symbolic metaphor or archetype enhance or 
challenge your spiritual understanding of this doctrine?

U. Hans Brs von kalthasar as,sS "What good is it to me if this eternal birth of the divine Ron ta,es place 
unceasingly but does not ta,e place within myself?" 4eEect on how you invite the birthing of the sacred 
more fully into your own life and era.

O. The Mastern -rthodox conception of  Gary as  the "kirth5Viver  to Vod" points  towards  human 
cooperation and synergy with the divine. How could this symbolic view impact your sense of cocreation 
and spiritual generativity?

A. 3arl Cung saw profound psychological signi2cance in doctrines li,e the irgin kirth and ssumption of 
GaryS reEecting the human longing for wholeness. What spiritual practices or imaginative wor, might 
allow you to engage with these symbols and archetypes for your inner integration?



Chapter 12

"AMONG THE DARKEST PLACES"

1. The author shares his experience of stargazing in a dark canyon and relates it to the symbolism of light and 
darkness in the Advent season. How have you experienced darkness, whether literal or metaphorical, in 
your own life? In what ways might embracing or exploring darkness lead to a deeper appreciation of light 
and hope?

2. The chapter discusses the historical context of the December 25th date for Christmas and its relationship 
to pagan festivals and astronomical events. How does understanding the mythological and symbolic 
dimensions of religious narratives, rather than reading them as literal history, inWuence your engagement 
with these stories? jhat insights or perspectives does this approach o3er for your spiritual 'ourney?

—. The author suggests that hope is a unifying theme of humanity, regardless of one4s religious identiqcation. 
jhat are some of your deepest hopesMfor yourself, your community, and the world? How do these hopes 
motivate or guide your daily life and spiritual practice?

E. The chapter Guotes "eister ckhart4s mystical teaching about od giving birth within the human soul. 
jhat does it mean for the divine to be born within an individual? How might cultivating a sense of divine 
presence or indwelling support personal growth and transformation?

5. The author asks, jhat do you hope will be born in you, your community, this world, in the coming year?  
Take some time to reWect on this Guestion and consider writing down your responses. jhat practical steps 
might you take to nurture these hopes and bring them to fruition? How might connecting with a sense 
of shared hope in your relationships and your wider community sustain you in this process?



Chapter 13

"JUST AFTER THE DARKEST NIGHT 
OF THE YEAR" 

1. The author discusses the Feast of Holy Innocents, a lesser-known observance during the Christmas season 
that commemorates King Herod's massacre of young children. Why do you think this disturbing event is 
included in the biblical narrative? How might rejecting on the reality of supering and evil, even amidst the 
2oy of Christmas, deexen our understanding of the human condition and the need for sxiritual growth?

". The chaxter eJxlores the idea that every xerson has a 3shadow3 side, as described by Carl 4ung, and that 
grouxs and societies also have collective shadows. How have you witnessed the reality of the human 
caxacity for evil in yourself and the world around you? What xractices or xersxectives helx you confront 
and integrate your own shadow while also working to address evil and in2ustice in society?

q. The author suggests that unattended sorrow is a signi5cant xroblem in the modern world and that we 
need collective ways of xrocessing grief and loss. What rituals or xractices, whether religious or secular, 
have helxed you navigate eJxeriences of grief and sorrow? How might cultivating a greater caxacity for 
collective grieving lead to xersonal and societal healing?

M. The chaxter touches on the universal human Buestion of why supering eJists. While acknowledging that 
there are no easy answers, the author suggests that gaining xersxective on the universality of supering can 
be helxful. What xhilosoxhical, theological, or xersonal frameworks have helxed you make sense of the 
reality of supering in your life and the world?

O. The lyrics of the song 3Ry Father's ody3 by ver the hine are shared at the end of the chaxter, eJxressing 
themes of loss, surrender, and ongoing connection with a deceased loved one. How do these lyrics resonate 
with your own eJxeriences of grief and letting go? How might engaging with art, music, or literature and 
eJxloring these themes suxxort your grieving and sxiritual growth?



Chapter 14

"WRESTLING WITH JESUS CHRIST" 

1. The author speaks of being attracted to and repulsed by certain portrayals of Jesus Christ. What aspects of 
the Christ wgure deeply resonate ,ith you? and ,hat depictions trouble or turn you a,ayH mo, do you 
discern an authentic spiritual path a2idst con—icting representationsH

v. The incarnationxthe idea of the eternal? di3ine entering into the te2poral hu2an e'periencexis 
e'plored as a profound 2ystery. mo, 2ight 2editate on this parado' of the inwnite beco2ing wnite shape 
your spiritual perspecti3es and practicesH

j. The ethical teachings and e'a2ple of Jesus- life 2o3e the author. What is one area ,here you feel challenged 
to greater co2passion? hu2ility? or 4usticeIseeking based on Christ-s ethicsH What spiritual tools could help 
you e2body those 3alues 2ore fullyH

5. The cruciw'ion is highlighted for its sy2bolic po,er and e'istential encounter ,ith suEering. mo, ha3e 
you grappled ,ith the realities of pain? loss? and hu2an anguish in your lifeH n ,hat ,ays could the cross 
ser3e as a guide or co2panion on that 4ourneyH

. The resurrection is presented not as rational proof but as a reconnecting of the eternal and te2poral after 
death. mo, could you open yourself to e'periencing that reunion of hea3en and arth? transcendence and 
i22anence? in your daily lifeH What ritual or practice 2ight gi3e you a taste of resurrectionH



Chapter 15

"THE BEATITUDES INSIDE AND 
OUT"

1. The author notes that while the Beatitudes are well-known ethical teachings, the word "blessed" is often 
misunderstood in its modern usage. How does exploring the deeper meaning of "Makarios" (extending 
grace, enlarging mercy) reshape your understanding of these passages? How might you embody and 
experience that sense of expansiveness?

2. Fritz Kunkel interprets the Beatitudes as challenges to the ego's dominance and calls for inner growth. 
Can you reWect on one or two of the Beatitudes that particularly rub against your ego's defensiveness or 
comfort zones? 3hat spiritual work might allow those teachings to permeate your life?

E. The Beatitudes contain paradoxical sayings that can seem "preposterous" from a conventional worldly 
perspective (e.g., the meek inheriting the 4arth). 3hen have you experienced the truth of such sacred 
paradoxes or witnessed an upending of typical power dynamics? How do these teachings reveal a dijerent 
order of reality?

5. The chapter highlights how the Beatitudes are not Sust ethical inSunctions but guides for inward 
transformation and conscious growth. 3hat spiritual practices or relationships could provide a conducive 
environment for you to metabolize these teachings on a deeper level?

. The Beatitudes depict an adventure into becoming more fully human. 3hat is your vision of a life 
embodying the values lauded here - the poverty of pirit, mourning, meekness, mercy, purity of heart, 
and peacemaking? 3hat rst steps could you take to align yourself more with that ideal?



Chapter 16

"DANCING THE HOLY TRINITY":

1. The author contrasts a literal, historical view of the Trinity doctrine with an imaginative, symbolic 
approach. How has your perspective on the Trinity evolved? What resonates or challenges you about an 
imaginative engagement?

2. The Eastern Orthodox notion of perichoresis depicts the Trinity as a divine dance of reciprocal love. How 
might envisioning God's interior life as an energetic dance impact your image of the sacred and your 
spiritual practices?

3. Feminist theologians have critiqued masculine God language like "Father" as perpetuating patriarchal 
views. How does expanding Trinitarian imagery (e.g., Creator/Redeemer/Sancti)er or referring to the 
Spirit as "She"4 reshape one's sense of the divine and one's relationship to it?

z. The chapter suggests the Trinity highlights God's dynamic, relational nature over a static, distant deity. 
How could deeper attunement to the "humming divine energies" cataly5e your spiritual aliveness and 
intimacy with the sacred?

-. One implication raised is that the Trinity models loving communion without loss of distinctiveness. How 
might re ecting on Trinitarian dynamics inspire new ways of being in a relationship  with others, yourself, 
and the world around you?



Chapter 17

"WHY DO WE STILL NEED ASH 
WEDNESDAY?"

1. The author shares the story of John Plummer and Phan Thi Kim Phuc to illustrate deception. How does 
this story relate to the broader theme of the chapter and the need for self-re?ection and confessiong How 
mizht recozni2inz our capacity for self-deception lead to personal zrowthg

C. The chapter draws parallels between the Ahristian practice of confession and 'lcoholics 'nonymousvs 
twelIe steps. jn what ways do these two approaches to self-re?ection and accountability complement each 
otherg How mizht incorporatinz elements of both enhance onevs spiritual 3ourneyg

W. The author suzzests that 'sh "ednesday is a day of honesty and ,zettinz real, with ourselIesk our 
relationshipsk and the diIine. "hy is this 4ind of honest self-re?ection essential for personal and spiritual 
zrowthg "hat barriers mizht preIent us from enzazinz in this practicek and how can we oIercome themg

5. The chapter ac4nowledzes that many people haIe been hurt by the Ahristian churchvs misuse of concepts 
li4e sink confessionk and repentance. How can we reclaim these practices in a healthyk constructiIe way that 
promotes healinz and zrowth rather than shame and zuiltg

. jmposinz ashes on the forehead is central to 'sh "ednesday obserIances. The author notes that we can 
only see the ashes on our foreheads in a mirror. How does this symbolism relate to the broader theme of 
self-re?ection and facinz our human frazility and tendency toward self-deceptiong



Chapter 18

 "HOLY WEEK: WHEN DEATH IS 
THE GREATEST GIFT" 

1. The author shares a story of a teenage girl reading 1 Corinthians 13 at her grandfather's funeral, 
highlighting the importance of "eulogy virtues" over "résumé virtues." How do you understand the 
distinction between these two types of virtues? What qualities or characteristics do you hope will de2ne 
your life and legacy?

I. The chapter suggests that death is a gift because it forces us to face our limits and choose how to spend our 
time and energy. jn what ways has the reality of mortality inAuenced your priorities and decisions? How 
might a greater awareness of life's brevity shape your spiritual -ourney and relationships with others?

3. The author argues that 4merican culture is essentially "deathzphobic and griefzilliterate." Have you 
observed this tendency in your own life or community? What personal or cultural factors might contribute 
to a reluctance to engage with death and grief in healthy ways?

x. The chapter emphasiDes the importance of eLpressing sorrow and grief, citing kenise 5evertov's poem 
about uneLpressed sorrows bloc ing access to the soul. What practices or rituals have you found helpful 
for processing and eLpressing grief? How might create space for collective grieving support individual and 
communal healing in religious or secular conteLts?

. The author suggests that Holy Wee , focusing on death and resurrection, o ers a profound message about 
the interconnectedness of death and life. How do you understand the spiritual or eListential signi2cance 
of this lin  between mortality and vitality? jn what ways might embracing death as a part of life deepen 
your sense of purpose, gratitude, or connection to the divine?



Chapter 19

"WHY DO BAD THINGS HAPPEN?" 

1. The author presents the theology of the cross as one way to understand suiervng and eHvl vn the 
world. ,ow does thvs perspectvHem whvch ezphasvGes 'odjs solvdarvty wvth huzan suiervngm challenge or 
cozplezent your understandvng of 'odjs role vn the face of pavn and vn?ustvceI 2n what ways zvght thvs 
theology oier cozfort or hope vn tvzes of personal or collectvHe struggleI

P. 2n xart Pm the author e"plores the concept of the JshadowJ vn kungvan psychology and vts releHance to 
understandvng the darber aspects of relvgvon. ,ow do you bnow the vdea of the shadow vn vndvHvdual 
psychology and relvgvous vnstvtutvonsI ,aHe you o3serHed vnstances where unacbnowledged shadow 
elezents haHe led to harzful or destructvHe 3ehaHvors vn relvgvous conte"tsI

W. The chapter dvscusses relvgvous fundazentalvsz as an e"treze zanvfestatvon of the shadow svde of relvgvon. 
4hat factors contrv3ute to the rvse of fundazentalvst zoHezents across dvierent favth tradvtvonsI ,ow 
zvght a deeper engagezent wvth relvgvous syz3olsm zythsm and the process of shadow vntegratvon help 
counteract fundazentalvszjs pullI

-. The author ezphasvGes the vzportance of acbnowledgvng and vntegratvng the shadowm vndvHvdually and 
collectvHelym as a path to a zore authentvc and cozpassvonate e"pressvon of favth. 4hat practvces or 
strategves haHe you found helpful for confrontvng and vntegratvng your shadow elezentsI ,ow zvght 
relvgvous cozzunvtves foster a culture of self5reqectvon and shadow worb azong thevr zez3ersI

. The chapter  concludes  wvth a  uote  suggestvng that  each vndvHvdualjs  unacbnowledged shadow 
contrv3utes to the collectvHe eHvl vn the world. ,ow does thvs vdea resonate wvth your sense of personal 
responsv3vlvty vn the face of suiervng and vn?ustvceI 2n what ways zvght your own spvrvtual growth and 
shadow worb contrv3ute to healvng and transforzatvon on a larger scaleI



Chapter 20

"A TALE OF TWO TALES" 

1. The author presents two contrasting narratives about religion in the United States: one of decline and 
another of spiritual hunger. How have you observed these two narratives in your community or personal 
experience? In what ways might acknowledging both stories lead to a more nuanced understanding of the 
role of religion in contemporary society?

2. The chapter highlights several examples of religious communities that e'ectively address peopleWs yearning 
for spirituality and connection. 3hat common themes or practices do you notice among these examples? 
How might these approaches inform your congregationWs e'orts to foster spiritual growth and communal 
belonging?

,. The author suggests that spiritual practices such as mindfulnessG lamentG and service can be powerful ways 
to connect with jod and one another. 3hat spiritual practices have you found most meaningful in your 
4ourney? How might incorporating these practices into the life of a religious community deepen its sense 
of purpose and unity?

O. 5ne example in the chapter describes a couple who turned their experience of loss into a ministry 
supporting other families a'ected by gun violence. How does this story illustrate how personal su'ering 
can be transformed into compassionate action? In what ways might your own experiences of hardship or 
grief inspire you to serve and connect with others?

". The chapter concludes with an anecdote about a friend who found community and generosity in a local 
gym. The author suggests that this friend could frame the gym communityWs actions as an expression of 
/ancient future faith./ How might this perspective help to bridge the gap between /secular/ and /sacred/ 
spaces? In what unexpected places have you encountered spiritual depth or communal careG and how 
might you intentionally cultivate a sense of the sacred in these contexts?



Chapter 21

 "ASKING A BETTER QUESTION"

1. The author presents two contrasting narratives about religion in the United States: one of decline and 
another of spiritual hunger. How have you observed these two narratives in your community or personal 
experience? In what ways might acknowledging both stories lead to a more nuanced understanding of the 
role of religion in contemporary society?

2. The author suggests that asking, "Where are you qnding grace, peace, or meaning?" is a better approach 
than in3uiring about church attendance or religious aRliation. How might shifting the focus of our 
3uestions lead to more authentic and meaningful conversations about spirituality? How can you 
incorporate this type of 3uestioning to foster deeper connections and understanding in your interactions 
with others?

4. The chapter presents several examples of people qnding grace and meaning in activities such as walking 
with friends, gardening, volunteering, and participating in small groups. What do these diverse experiences 
suggest about how individuals can connect with the sacred daily? -ezect on your life and consider where 
you have found moments of grace, peace, or meaning outside traditional religious settings.

5. The author highlights the original meaning of "religion" as "reconnecting" and suggests a deepening 
interest in the sacred, even in our secular world. How does this idea of a "postjsecular sacred world" 
resonate with your observations and experiences? How might recogni6ing this hunger for the sacred in 
yourself and others shape your approach to spiritual growth and communityjbuilding?

J. The chapter emphasi6es the importance of "story, song, ritual in community for the sake of the world" 
as central elements of spiritual practice. How have you experienced the power of these elements in your 
spiritual Aourney? What steps can you take to cultivate or deepen your engagement with story, song, ritual, 
and community, individually and in the context of a spiritual community?

M. The author concludes with a story illustrating the diEerence between asking "What was said?" and "What 
happened?" at a religious service, suggesting that our postjsecular world is seeking an encounter with the 
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sacred. How does this distinction between information and experience relate to your spiritual longings 
and practices? How might focusing on the experiential and transformative aspects of spirituality, rather 
than Aust intellectual knowledge, enrich your Aourney and your ability to connect with others on a deeper 
level?



Chapter 22

"GIVE IT A REST" 

1. The author observes that the typical response to "How are you?" has shifted from "I'm gne" to "I'm so 
busy." How does this chanxe re,ect the increasinx busyness and restlessness of contemporary culture? In 
what ways have you personally e-perienced the pressure to be constantly productive or active2 and how 
has this aRected your sense of wellSbeinx and spiritual xrowth?

k. The chapter hixhlixhts the biblical commandment to "Gemember the qabbath day by Weepinx it holy." 
It suxxests this practice is crucial for fosterinx healthy relationships with zod and others. How do you 
understand the connection between qabbath rest and the 3uality of your relationships? 4hat practical 
steps can you taWe to prioritiBe rexular periods of rest and renewal in your own life?

5. The  author  acWnowledxes  that  in  our  modern  society2  qabbathSWeepinx  is  larxely  an  individual 
responsibility rather than a culturally reinforced norm. 4hat challenxes have you faced in tryinx to 
establish a consistent rhythm of rest and re,ection in your life? How mixht seeWinx the support and 
accountability of a community or small xroup help you overcome these challenxes?

N. The chapter presents 4alter Cruexxemann's idea of qabbath as both an act of resistance axainst the 
demands of consumer culture and an alternative way of beinx rooted in the awareness of zod's xifts. How 
does this understandinx of the qabbath resonate with your e-periences and lonxinxs? In what ways mixht 
embracinx a qabbath practice help you resist the pressures of "the rat race of an-iety" and cultivate a deeper 
sense of xratitude and receptivity to zod's presence?

. The author shares the story of Tricia Hersey2 the " ap Cishop2" who advocates for rest as a form of 
resistance axainst the oppressive demands of "zrind ulture." How does the idea of rest as resistance 
challenxe or e-pand your understandinx of the spiritual sixnigcance of the qabbath? 4hat insixhts or 
inspiration can you draw from Hersey's messaxe as you seeW to incorporate more intentional rest into your 
own life and spiritual practice?



Chapter 23

  THE MEANING OF MONEY

1. The author suggests that money has taken on a sacred or divine quality in modern society, even pointing 
to architectural examples highlighted by mythologist Joseph Campbell. Rewect on your o—n attitudes and 
behaviors?in —hat —ays do you treat money as sacred or imbue it —ith spiritual signiHcancez 2o— might 
recogni3ing this tendency impact your relationship —ith moneyz

f. The chapter explores ho— money connects to psychological complexes, emotional charges, and revelations 
about our souls.

W. . Can you recall instances —here reactions around money exposed deeper psychological or spiritual 
dynamics —ithin yoursel4 or othersz 5hat insights did you gainz

". Jesus had much to say about money and its potential to captivate the heart in unhealthy —ays. 2o— do 
you balance a healthy, grounded perspective on money —hile living in a culture that constantly elevates 
importancez 5hat spiritual practices or mindsets help you keep money in its proper placez

. The author describes money as dynamic, wo—ing, and capable o4 nourishing li4e —hen properly channeled. 
2o— could adopting this symbolic vie— o4 money as a currency o4 love and appreciation  reshape your 
attitudes and practices around giving, spending, and handling Hnancesz



Chapter 24

"COMPASSION AS SPIRITUAL 
PRACTICE"

1. The author distinguishes between empathy (trying to feel what someone else feels) and compassion (coming 
alongside someone in their suWering). ?hich resonates more with your understandingC kan you thinx of a time 
when you eHperienced genuine compassion from someoneC 2ow did it impact youC

J. The chapter highlights how qesus was fre"uently vmo,ed with compassionv in the gospels3 leading him to act by 
feeding3 healing3 etc. ?hen ha,e you witnessed compassion sparxing action to help othersC ?hat moti,ates you to 
taxe compassionate actionC

-. The author suggests that a vgritty mysticismv needs to be grounded in compassion D connecting spiritual depths 
to caring for real human needs. 4o you see spirituality and compassion as interconnectedC ?hy or why notC

j. kulti,ating compassion is presented as crucial for promoting /ustice3 human rights3 and positi,e social change. 
?here do you see compassion lacxing in societal systems5structures todayC ?hat might it loox lixe to bring more 
compassion to those areasC

A. t the end3 the author is prompted by a card to consider acts of xindness as a spiritual practice. ?hen did you 
last perform a simple act of xindness for someone elseC ?hat did you eHperience through that actC ?hat act of 
compassion could you practice todayC



Chapter 25

"THE TURNING OF TIME AND 
ROSH HASHANAH"

1. The author suggests that religious stories, like dreams, are symbolically encoded messages from the depths 
of the human soul. How does this perspective on sacred texts in?uence your reading and interpretationI jn 
what ways might a symbolic, rather than literal, understanding of religious narratives enrich your spiritual 
2ourney and knowledge of the human experienceI

W. The chapter contrasts linear and cyclical understandings of time, noting that while 3estern culture 
primarily embraces a linear view, this perspective emerged from an earlier cyclical conception. How do 
you personally experience time in your own lifeI jn what ways do you relate to the idea of time as a series 
of unrepeatable moments, and how does this understanding shape your sense of meaning and purposeI

C. The author highlights Jarl 'ung-s view of time as a multiRlayered and deeply personal experience 
intertwined with our emotions, memories, and inner con?icts. 4e?ect on your relationship with time and 
how it has evolved. How have 2oyful and challenging signi(cant events shaped your perception of time and 
its role in your personal growth and spiritual developmentI

O. 'ung-s concept of the collective unconscious suggests that certain archetypes, symbols, and themes 
are universally present in human experience, transcending time constraints. Jonsider the archetypes 
mentioned in the chapter Mthe 3ise /ld )anz3oman, the Jhild, and the Trickster5 and how they 
manifest in stories, myths, and everyday life. How might recogniqing these timeless patterns in your 
experiences and interactions deepen your understanding of the human condition and your connection 
to othersI

F. The chapter concludes with a Buote from "rederick Uuechner, urging readers to Nlisten to your lifeN and 
embrace all moments, both painful and 2oyful, as opportunities to connect with the Holy and experience 
grace. How can you cultivate a greater sense of presence and attentiveness to the Nkey momentsN in your 
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lifeI 3hat practices or rituals help you more fully appreciate the mystery and grace of existence, even amid 
life-s challenges and everyday routinesI



Chapter 26

"WE ARE LINKED TO THE INFINITE"

1. The chapter distinguishes between primary religious encounters (direct personal experiences) and 
secondary religion (teachings about faith or organizational aspects). Reject on your spiritual Hourney. 
va?e you had any experiences that you would consider primary religious encounters2 vow ha?e these 
experiences injuenced your understanding of the di?ine and spiritual growth2

D. The author shares the story of his friend ,a?id3 who had a mysterious encounter with a nurse during a 
crisis. va?e you e?er had an unexplained or numinous experience that left a lasting impact on you2 vow 
did this experience shape your perception of the world and your relationship with the sacred2

k. The chapter suggests that people in our time seeI the eternal and yearn for encounters with the in4nite 
to 4nd meaning and purpose. :n what ways do you relate to this desire for a connection with mystery3 
wonder3 and the in4nite2 vow might culti?ating a sense of openness to the eternal enrich your spiritual 
practice and daily life2

/. The author presents 4?e ways to connect with the spiritual realmW the arts3 relationships3 nature3 dreams3 
and prayer5meditation. qhich of these a?enues resonate most strongly with you3 and why2 qhat steps can 
you taIe to more intentionally engage with these practices to deepen your spiritual growth and encounter 
the di?ine2

C. The chapter concludes with a Guote from J.'. ung3 emphasizing the importance of one s relationship 
to the in4nite as a crucial Guestion in life. vow would you characterize your relationship to the in4nite 
in your spiritual Hourney2 qhat insights from this chapter might inspire you to explore or strengthen this 
relationship3 and what practical changes can you maIe to create more space for encountering the sacred 
in your life2



Chapter 27

Conclusion

1. 

As you conclude your small group, consider a couple of options:

1. Ensure you stay in touch with people in your group so the informal conversations can continue.

2. If you'd like another small group discussion, consider my book, Everyday Spirituality. You can jnd the 
book and a free study guide on my website at www.zamesha3elwood.net

T. 4here are other options, and you may be interested in pursuing them for your group.

N. I always want to speak with people individually or in a small group. Zow that we are all familiar with 
Joom, we can schedule a meeting at your convenience. @ust drop me an email at zim5zamesha3elwood.net

L. /astly, I continue to write a periodic newsletter on many of the themes from this book. You can subscribe 
for free at www.zamesha3elwood.netOnewsletter

Still in Pne Meace
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